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Oregon HamWan
Building a redundant “Internet”

Terms
Internet

• BGP: Border Gateway Protocol

• AS Number: Autonomous System Number

Services

• DHCP: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

• DNS: Dynamic Name Server

• PiHole: Traffic limiting / bandwidth shaping

• NTP: Network Time Protocol

• APT-Cache: File caching server / clients updates

• IRC: Internet Relay chat

• SIP / VoIP: Session Initiation Protocol / Voice Over Internet Protocol

• SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocol

• ESXi: Virtuilization for server management
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What is BGP

• BGP is the postal service of the Internet. When someone drops a letter into a 
mailbox, the postal service processes that piece of mail and chooses a fast, 
efficient route to deliver that letter to its recipient. Similarly, when someone 
submits data across the Internet, BGP is responsible for looking at all of the 
available paths that data could travel and picking the best route, which 
usually means hopping between autonomous systems.

AS Number

• The Internet is a network of 
networks; it’s broken up into 
hundreds of thousands of smaller 
networks known as autonomous 
systems (AS). Each of these 
networks is essentially a large pool 
of routers run by a single 
organization.
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AS Number

• This diagram illustrates a simplified version of 
BGP. In this version there are only 6 
autonomous systems on the Internet. If AS1 
needs to route a packet to AS3, it has two 
different options:

• Hopping to AS2 and then to AS3:

• AS2 →AS3

• Or hopping to AS6, then to AS5, AS4, and 
finally to AS3:

• AS6 →AS5 →AS4 →AS3

University Of California 
San Diego

• USD is where BGP announcements 
for the 44.0.0.0 network come from.
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BGP Announce
table from 

Hurricane Electric

• Lookup any IP address and BGP 
AS number

• www.he.com

Detailed BGP 
Announcement
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How Do I get a piece of the Internet?

AMPRNet

• IP Address allocations 
for HAMWAN are 
located here.

•www.portal.ampr.org
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AMPRNet

• Gateways for AMPRNET

• www.portal.ampr.org

Oregon HamWan
Services

What are they, what can they do?
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DHCP

• DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) is a protocol used to provide quick, 
automatic, and central management for the distribution of IP addresses within a 
network.

• DHCP is also used to configure the proper subnet mask, default gateway, and DNS 
server information on the device.

• DHCP will give out IP Addresses assigned to each “Tower”

• Oregon HamWan is currently assigned 44.26.102.x/24

• The “server” for this function is the router at each tower

DHCP allocations (Potential)

• Complete Range: 44.26.102.0/24 (254Usable)
• SKYLINE: 44.26.102.0 – 44.26.102.63 (64 Usable)
• SALEM: 44.26.102.64 – 44.26.102.127 (64 Usable)

• NEWPORT: 44.26.102.128 – 44.26.102.159 (32 Usable)
• ASTORIA: 44.26.102.160 – 44.26.102.191 (32 Usable)
• DALLES: 44.26.102.192 – 44.26.102.223 (32 Usable)
• BEND: 44.26.102.224 – 44.26.102.255 (32 Usable)
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DNS

• The Domain Name Systems (DNS) is the phonebook of the Internet. Humans 
access information online through domain names, like nytimes.com or espn.com. 
Web browsers interact through Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. DN S translates 
domain names to IP addresses so browsers can load Internet resources.

• Through DHCP, we set the DNS IP Address given to end user clients HamWan’s
DNS servers.

• There would be dual “Redundant” servers at each “Internet Peering Point”.

• HamWan can use tools installed in “WebMin” a network wide services server.
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PiHole

Network-wide protection
• Instead of browser plugins or other software on each computer, install Pi-hole in one 

place and your entire network is protected.

Improve network performance
• Since advertisements are blocked before they are downloaded, network performance is 

improved and will feel faster.
Monitor statistics

• Our Web interface offers control of your Pi-hole and a central place to view statistics. We 
also include an API for extending these stats.
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NTP

• NTP stands for Network Time Protocol, and it is an Internet protocol used to 
synchronize the clocks of computers to some time reference.

• If you have communicating programs running on different computers, time still 
should even advance if you switch from one computer to another. Obviously if one 
system is ahead of the others, the others are behind that particular one. From the 
perspective of an external observer, switching between these systems would cause 
time to jump forward and back, a non-desirable effect.
• Ideally this would be a “Stratum 1” server. (Synced directly to atomic clocks)
• Oregon Ham Wan server “NTP.OregonHamWan.org”
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Linux Apt-Cacher

• In a datacenter where you could have hundreds of host instances all needing 
the same package/kernel/security patch, having a cache of packages inside 
your network can save a significant amount of network bandwidth and 
operator time.

• Oregon Ham Wan server “APT.OregonHamWan.org”
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IRC

• Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a system for chatting that involves a set of rules 
and conventions and client/server software.

• Connect to a server “IRC.OregonHamWan.org” and join a “Room”

• #General or #Portland
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SIP / VoIP

• SIP is the Session Initiation Protocol. In IP and traditional telephony, 
network engineers have always made a clear distinction between two 
different phases of a voice call. The first phase is "call setup," and includes 
all of the details needed to get two telephones talking. Once the call has 
been setup, the phones enter a "data transfer" phase of the call using an 
entirely different family of protocols to actually move the voice packets 
between the two phones.

• Oregon Ham Wan server “SIP.OregonHamWan.org”
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SNMP

• SNMP stands for Simple Network Management Protocol. It is a standard 
way of monitoring hardware and software from nearly any manufacturer, 
from Juniper, to Cisco, to Microsoft, Unix, and everything in between. SNMP 
requires only a couple of basic components to work: a management station, 
and an agent.

• Seattle has a monitor program called “Cacti” 
http://monitoring.hamwan.net

• For pretty graphs we can use “Grafana”

http://monitoring.hamwan.net/
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ESXi

• ESXi is a type-1 hypervisor, meaning it runs directly on system hardware 
without the need for an operating system (OS). Type-1 hypervisors are also 
referred to as bare-metal hypervisors because they run directly on 
hardware.

• HamWan uses “Large” servers to divvy up resources for each server to use.

https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/operating-system-OS
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Questions?
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